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n The RADAR project developed a large multi-

agent system with a mixed-initiative user interface designed to help office workers cope with email overload. Most RADAR agents observe
experts performing tasks and then assist other
users who are performing similar tasks. The
interaction design for RADAR focused on developing user interfaces that allowed the intelligent
functionality to improve the user’s workflow
without frustrating the user when the system’s
suggestions were either unhelpful or simply
incorrect. For example, with regard to autonomy, the RADAR agents were allowed much flexibility in selecting ways to assist the user but
were restricted from taking actions that would
be visible to other people. This policy ensured
that the user remained in control and mitigated
the negative effects of mistakes. A large evaluation of RADAR demonstrated that novice users
confronted with an e-mail overload test performed significantly better, achieving a 37 percent better overall score when assisted by
RADAR. The evaluation showed that AI technologies can help users accomplish their goals.
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-mail plays a central role in many people’s work. Unfortunately e-mail client software is poorly suited to support the “collaborative quality of e-mail task and project management,”
which results in people suffering from “e-mail overload” (Bellotti et al. 2005). The e-mail overload occurs in part because email client software does not support efﬁcient strategies for
tracking and processing all the tasks contained within a person’s
e-mails. For example, switching from one task type to another
can incur a signiﬁcant overhead. Many coping strategies, such
as asking that people use a speciﬁc subject line for each task
type, do not scale well and simply shift the burden to others.
It is difﬁcult to create an efﬁcient order when sorting one’s
inbox using e-mail-centric properties, such as sender, subject, or
date. In general, the resulting order will not group similar tasks
together nor will it account for intertask dependencies. Several
research projects have experimented with adding task-management features to e-mail clients (Bellotti et al. 2005; Gwizdka
2002; Whittaker, Bellotti, and Gwizdka 2006), and some e-mail
clients do provide features that try to facilitate task management such as tagging and separate to-do lists. The primary drawback of this approach is that users resist doing the required additional work to use them (Whittaker and Sidner 1996), and it
forces them to read each e-mail at least twice: once to create the
task, then again when actually doing the task.1
We developed a mixed-initiative e-mail system, modeled after
a personalized assistant, which uses AI learning techniques to
reduce e-mail overload. RADAR (reﬂective agents with distributed adaptive reasoning) was a ﬁve-year interdisciplinary proj-
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ect involving more than 100 people, which built a
suite of intelligent agents to help ofﬁce workers
complete routine tasks more efﬁciently. RADAR’s
AI technologies supported a more efﬁcient taskcentric workﬂow as compared with the traditional
e-mail-centric workﬂow.
This article discusses usability issues encountered while designing and evaluating RADAR. It
focuses on providing concrete examples of many
of the ideas discussed in the theme articles in this
special issue, rather than providing a complete
description of RADAR. Freed provides a more
detailed description of the RADAR approach, architecture, and agents (Freed et al. 2008). Steinfeld
describes the extensive evaluation used to measure
how well RADAR succeeded in reducing e-mail
overload (Steinfeld et al. 2007).
A key design decision for RADAR was that its
agents would generally not be allowed to take
autonomous action when such actions would be
visible to other people or systems. Instead, RADAR
assisted a user by completing parts of a task and
then would ask the user for approval when the
next step would be externally visible. This
approach gave RADAR considerable ﬂexibility to
work on the user’s behalf without risking costly
mistakes. In a real-world situation, such mistakes
could embarrass the user or leak private information, which are concerns that might negatively
affect adoption and trust. The user remains in control, has an understanding of what the system will
do, and maintains the desired amount of privacy,
all challenges that are discussed in the usability
side-effects theme article (Jameson 2009) in this
issue.
The RADAR architecture consists of three groups
of agents, which together help the user to handle
their incoming e-mails (see ﬁgure 1). First, the message-task linking (METAL) agents identify the tasks
contained within each e-mail (b). The action list,
the primary user interface for METAL, provides a
task-centric view of the user’s inbox (see ﬁgure 2).
Second, the multitask coordination assistant
(MCA) agents suggest an order for handling the
tasks (c). The progress bar displays a suggested
schedule along with a visualization of the user’s
completed work (see ﬁgure 3). Third, the PowerTools agents provide assistance with performing
each task (d). Each PowerTools agent supports a
particular kind of task. PowerTools agents include
the brieﬁng assistant (Kumar, Das, and Rudnicky
2007), schedule optimizer (Fink et al. 2006), and
webmaster (Zimmerman et al. 2007). This article
focuses on usability issues for the METAL and MCA
agents; the PowerTools agents were designed using
the same process.
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E-mail
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(b)

MEssage-TAsk
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MCA
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Multitask
Coordination
Assistant

User

PowerTools

Figure 1. The RADAR Architecture.
The architecture consists of three groups of agents (b, c, and d), which together help users to handle their incoming e-mails (a).

Evaluation Challenges
A key challenge was designing an effective evaluation that measured how well the system reduced email overload. We wanted to conduct carefully
controlled, repeatable user studies to measure how
well RADAR helped people. Since the project was
planned to run for ﬁve years, repeatability was an
important requirement that would allow us to
measure progress over time. We initially considered designing an evaluation that used people’s
actual e-mail, but eventually decided against such
a design. Such an evaluation would make comparisons difﬁcult because of the vast differences
among people’s workloads. Additionally, any study
would have to carefully protect the privacy of both
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Figure 2. The RADAR Action List.
The action list provides a task-centric view of an e-mail inbox. The “Incomplete Actions” (a), “Overflow Actions” (b), and “Completed
Actions” (c) tables list the tasks contained within e-mail messages, allowing the user to sort by task-centric properties. The three e-mail tables
contain e-mails for which no tasks have been created (e, f, and g).
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Figure 3. The RADAR Progress Bar.
The progress bar shows completed (a) and deleted (b) tasks to the left of the current time (c), and the suggested schedule to the right. Noncritical tasks are blue (a, b, and g), critical tasks are orange (f), and expected tasks are gray (d and h). Details about the highlighted task (e)
are shown in the status bar at the bottom. The progress bar appears in its own window, which is always visible.

the participants and those with whom they communicated by e-mail.
We still wanted to create the most realistic, generalized evaluation possible. Project members, in
conjunction with external evaluators, spent signiﬁcant effort developing a rich systemwide user
test to evaluate how well RADAR assists a user (Steinfeld et al. 2007).2 The evaluation presented users
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with a simulated conference-planning scenario in
which each user is confronted with a challenging
e-mail overload workload. First, we required that
dependencies exist between some tasks, and doing
those tasks out of order should result in wasted
work or incorrect results. Second, e-mail-centric
properties such as subject lines should not be very
helpful for grouping similar tasks or discerning efﬁ-
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cient task orders. Third, the test should be hard
and users should not be expected to ﬁnish within
the allotted time, so as to eliminate ceiling effects
from performance results.
In the test, users assumed the role of a conference planner, ﬁlling in for the regular planner,
Blake, who is indisposed. The simulated four-day,
multitrack conference had keynotes, plenary talks,
banquets, paper sessions, workshops, and so forth.
Participants needed to handle the outstanding
conference planning tasks that had arrived in email, including many requests from the conference attendees. Blake’s inbox contained these emails, which can be categorized as follows.
Scheduling e-mails told the organizer about updated event constraints or room properties, which
determine how well each room satisﬁes an event’s
requirements. Website e-mails contained requests
from attendees to correct their contact information on the conference website. Informational emails contained questions about the conference,
especially the schedule, from attendees. Vendor emails speciﬁed attendee meal preferences and A/V
requirements. The brieﬁng e-mail from the conference chair requested a summary of the user’s
progress, which was due at the end of the test. Participants also had to deal with a conference crisis,
which involved the loss of use of a signiﬁcant
number of rooms in which conference events had
already been scheduled.
Over three years, we ran four major studies using
this test to evaluate RADAR’s ability to assist a user.
Each study used a unique set of e-mails that followed the pattern described above but varied so
that the agent developers would not have seen the
exact e-mails prior to each test. Each e-mail set
contained about 120 e-mails. Approximately one
third of those messages were unrelated to the conference, serving as “noise” messages.
Each test session lasted up to 4.25 hours and
included up to 15 users, who worked independently on the same e-mail set. With such long test
sessions, the ability to test multiple users concurrently allowed us to run many tests on different
versions of the system. In the ﬁrst phase of each
test session, users learned about the conferenceplanning scenario and participated in hands-on
training with the software. The hands-on training
ensured that all users would be familiar with the
software that they would use. During training,
RADAR did not provide expert advice; instead users
were given examples of the types of advice that
they would receive. Following a break, users started the two-hour testing session, which included
another break after one hour.
Over the course of three years, approximately
400 people participated in the four major evaluations; 300 more people participated in additional
interim evaluations. The test scenario created a

realistic environment in which to evaluate how a
personalized assistant can help overcome e-mail
overload. The results of the repeated evaluation of
RADAR with novice users gave conﬁdence that its
technologies help reduce e-mail overload.

Design and Evaluation Methods
for Improving Usability
Common user interface design techniques
worked well when designing RADAR’s user interfaces. For example, early in the project some
RADAR researchers performed a type of field study
called a “contextual inquiry” (Beyer and
Holtzblatt 1998). The researchers observed office
workers who regularly receive e-mail requests that
are performed by filling out forms. The observed
work was very helpful in informing the design of
the RADAR system because it helped us understand actual user needs. 3 These workers would
regularly save a small set of related tasks and then
perform them together as a group. They claimed
that this saved them time by reducing the number of times that they needed to connect to different IT systems. Each connection entailed overhead costs of navigating to different interfaces
and logging in to the individual systems. These
observations inspired us to focus on creating a
task-centric workflow for processing e-mail
requests, which fit these users’ desired work practices better than the traditional e-mail-centric
workflow. In conjunction with the underlying AI
technologies, which we will discuss later, we were
able to create a system that matched users’ desired
work practices (see the usability benefits theme
article [Lieberman 2009] in this issue).
We employed an iterative design process, another commonly user interface design technique (also
discussed in the usability engineering methods
theme article [Spaulding and Weber 2009] in this
issue). Early in the process we built paper prototypes of the screen layouts, which we showed to
potential users. We could construct paper prototypes, allowing us to iterate over many design ideas
and thereby rapidly improve the user interface.
One important discovery from the usability testing
was that the term action works better than task, so
we used the former term in the user interface.
However, we will continue to use task throughout
this article except when referring to speciﬁc user
interface elements.
We held weekly development meetings attended
by both agent developers and user interface designers. These meetings increased team integration and
facilitated an ongoing discussion about possible
ways in which AI technologies might be employed
to assist users through usable interfaces.
Prior to major tests, we ran multiple practice
tests over the course of several months. These prac-
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tice tests, which employed both RADAR developers
and novice users as testers, revealed many problems. For some of the tests, we used RADAR developers, who were effectively novice users with
respect to the other system components. These
people saw ﬁrsthand how developers can have difﬁculty seeing usability problems with their own
component, and hence understood the usefulness
of having “fresh eyes” test a system. It made them
more aware of the challenges of designing user
interfaces for other people and more open to suggested improvements to their components based
upon usability testing.4 Usability testing allowed
us to ﬁnd and ﬁx problems, which signiﬁcantly
increased the usability of the overall system.

A Task-Centric Interface
for E-Mail Processing
The e-mail classiﬁer, a METAL agent, examines the
content of each e-mail for evidence that it contains
any of the eight task types that it was trained to
recognize (Yang et al. 2005). The e-mail classiﬁer
uses a regularized logistic regression algorithm that
scales to thousands of labels (Yang, Zhang, and
Kisiel 2003). When it ﬁnds sufﬁcient evidence for
a given task type, it labels the e-mail with the task
type. The classiﬁer evaluates the evidence that supports each task type independently, and so it can
apply zero, one, or more different task labels to
each e-mail. However, it cannot determine
whether an e-mail contains multiple tasks of the
same type. To improve classiﬁcation performance,
Scone (Fahlman 2006), which is RADAR’s knowledge base, provides additional ontological information that is not contained within an e-mail’s
content. Examples of this information include
basic facts, “the Connan room is in the University
Center,” and higher-level concepts, “a peanut is a
kind of food that people might be allergic to.”5
The novice users in the RADAR evaluation
might have had difﬁculty effectively judging
whether the e-mail classiﬁer’s labels were correct,
because these users were not experts with respect
to the different tasks. We were concerned that too
many false positives might have confused them,
causing them to waste time.6 So we tuned the classiﬁer to favor precision over recall. An examination
of the classiﬁer’s behavior showed that it did perform as desired. The most recent evaluation used
an e-mail set with 123 e-mails, which contained
102 task labels.7 The classiﬁer correctly found 47
task labels and incorrectly suggested 6 other task
labels (false positives): precision = 0.887 (47/53)
and recall = 0.461 (47/102). In a longer running
test or a real work environment in which the users
are less likely to be misled by errors, it may be
desirable to adjust the precision/recall balance. In
such cases, increasing the recall, which may lower
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the precision, may lead to better user performance,
since experts may be able to quickly discard false
positives. Even so, too many false positives may
undermine a user’s conﬁdence in the system.
For each task label applied to an e-mail, RADAR
creates a task object, which is managed by the task
manager database (Garlan and Schmerl 2007).
Information stored includes whether there is a web
form for handling that kind of task. Early in the
system design, contextual inquiries had revealed
that many tasks required ﬁlling out web-based
forms. RADAR’s natural language processor
(Nyberg et al. 2008) attempts to specify task-speciﬁc parameters in the form, including the database record that the form should modify. If RADAR
can identify the record, then it will also try to ﬁll
in the ﬁelds of the form.
The resulting tasks are displayed in the action
list, which provides a task-centric view of the
user’s e-mail inbox (see ﬁgure 2). The action list
design provides a mixed-initiative interaction
style for creating and completing tasks contained
within e-mails. The action list allows a user to
inspect the tasks that RADAR created, add ones
that were missed, delete ones that should not have
been created, and launch web pages to perform
some of the tasks. This novel integration of a to-do
list with the forms for completing the tasks
removes unnecessary steps from the process of
performing a task.
The action list contains seven tables divided into
two groups: the ﬁrst for tasks, and the second for emails (see ﬁgure 2). The task group contains four
tables that list “incomplete” (a), “overﬂow” (b),
“completed” (c), and “deleted” (d) tasks. Tasks that
the user has yet to perform are split between the
incomplete and overﬂow tables, with the latter
table containing the tasks that the multitask coordination assistant recommends that the user
should skip due to time constraints. An e-mail
message can be associated with multiple tasks of
the same type (see a.ii and a.iii in ﬁgure 2), multiple tasks of different types (a.i and a.iv), or both.
Note that in these examples, the same e-mail
appears multiple times in the action list. Tasks
completed by the user appear in the completed
table, which provides users with a record of their
progress and allows them to go back and revisit
previous tasks, for example to do another task in
the same way. The deleted table is intended to contain tasks that RADAR created erroneously and the
user subsequently deleted.
The tabular task display allows users to sort their
tasks with respect to task-centric properties such as
“description” or “order” (by clicking the appropriate column title), in addition to standard e-mailcentric properties such as sender, subject, and date.
When an e-mail contains multiple tasks of different types, each of those types will be grouped with
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the other tasks of the same type when the user
sorts the table by the “description” column. The
other columns in each table use a standard sort
order based upon their data type.
The second set of tables (e, f, and g) display emails that are not associated with any nondeleted
tasks. These tables provide similar features to a traditional e-mail inbox, such as columns for the subject, sender, and date. The entry for each e-mail
also includes an excerpt from the beginning of the
e-mail body to aid the user in determining whether
an e-mail contains a task without requiring the
user to open the e-mail. Clicking either the subject
text or the “Add an Action” link navigates to a
page that displays the standard header and body
sections along with the list of tasks that the user
can add to the e-mail.
The e-mails are divided among the three tables.
The “possibly conference-related e-mails” table
contains e-mails that RADAR thinks may contain
tasks but could not conﬁdently identify the exact
task type (e). This partial classiﬁcation focuses the
user’s attention on e-mails likely to contain tasks
without risking errors that might result if RADAR
incorrectly classiﬁed the task as being of a particular type. The second table contains other e-mails
that RADAR did not identify as task-related (f).
The third table contains e-mails that the user
deleted (g).8

The Multitask Coordination
Assistant: Providing Task
Ordering Advice
METAL’s ability to automatically locate tasks within e-mails helps the user at the individual task or email level. However, the user still has to select an
order in which to work on the tasks. A novice user
will likely lack metaknowledge about tasks that
would be helpful in picking an efﬁcient order. Useful metaknowledge includes relative task importance, expected task duration, task ordering
dependencies, and which new tasks may become
necessary after completing a task. An expert user
with that knowledge should be able to select an
efﬁcient order and would know which tasks to skip
when there is not enough time to complete all the
tasks.
RADAR’s multitask coordination assistant
(MCA) learns task metaknowledge by passively
observing expert users. The MCA provides novice
users with guidance, including a continuously
updated schedule. The MCA is designed to support
near-term deadlines on the order of 1–8 hours,
which would be encountered during a typical
user’s workday, and it can handle situations in
which the amount of work exceeds the time allotted.
The primary advice provided by the MCA is the

suggested schedule, which speciﬁes an order in
which to perform tasks. For example, the MCA recommends updating the event constraints and
room properties before running the schedule optimizer. The optimizer can incur both monetary and
time costs, so running it multiple times is best
avoided, which is strategy knowledge that a novice
user is not likely to possess. The MCA learns what
tasks may become necessary after a task is completed, and so it also adds such “expected” tasks to
the schedule. For example, the user will need to
reschedule existing vendor orders after the schedule optimizer creates a new schedule; this process
might require 20–30 minutes of work, which is a
signiﬁcant portion of the two hour test. Showing
the expected tasks in the schedule provides the
user with a more realistic understanding of upcoming work and eliminates major changes to the
schedule that would otherwise occur when an
expected task actually becomes necessary. Additionally, the MCA identiﬁes “critical” tasks, which
are particularly important tasks that the user
should deﬁnitely complete.
The MCA adapts to the user’s actual behavior
rather than force the user to follow the schedule
rigidly. The suggested schedule speciﬁes a total
ordering of the tasks even though some tasks are
not strictly ordered with respect to each other.
While we considered visualizing the schedule as a
partially ordered treelike diagram, we ultimately
decided that the additional information would be
more confusing than helpful. When users choose
to deviate from the schedule, the MCA ignores
deviations that are inconsequential. However, the
MCA displays popup warning dialogues when the
user signiﬁcantly deviates from the suggested
schedule. In particular, the warnings are issued if
the user works on a critical task much earlier than
experts did, if the users had not yet started working
on a critical task by the time that most experts had,
or if the user starts working on a critical task that
is not the next critical task on the suggested schedule.9 Additionally, the MCA adapts the schedule to
the user’s observed performance. For example, the
MCA observes the user’s pace relative to experts
and then scales the planned task durations accordingly. When the MCA calculates that there is not
enough time remaining to perform all incomplete
tasks, it recommends speciﬁc tasks to skip
(Varakantham and Smith 2008). These behaviors
are examples of how technology can adapt to the
user, not the other way around (see the usability
beneﬁts theme article [Lieberman 2009] in this
issue). The user is ultimately in control; the system
never prevents them from doing anything.
The primary user interfaces for displaying the
suggested schedule are the “order” column in the
action list (see ﬁgure 2) and the progress bar (see
ﬁgure 3). The progress bar appears at the bottom of
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the screen and always remains visible without
obscuring other windows. Time is represented on
the horizontal axis, which in this case spans two
hours. An inverted black triangle and vertical red
line represent the current time (c), which increases from left to right. Each box represents a task.
Task boxes to the left of the current time represent
completed (a) or deleted (b) tasks, providing a
record of the user’s progress so far. The width of
each of these task boxes represents the time that
the user spent working on the task.
The suggested schedule is visualized by the tasks
to the right of the current time. The width of each
of these task boxes represents the amount of time
that the MCA expects the tasks to require. Blue task
boxes represent noncritical tasks (g). Orange task
boxes represent critical tasks and are designed to
have higher visual salience (f). Gray boxes represent “expected” tasks (d); expected tasks that are
critical appear as taller gray boxes (h).
The user can quickly inspect any task by moving
the mouse over its task box (e), which updates the
status bar at the bottom to show the highlighted
task’s description, status, actual/planned start time,
actual/planned duration, and priority. The highlighted task, along with all other tasks of the same
type, is drawn with a thicker border to allow the
user to see where that type of task is distributed
throughout the schedule. Double-clicking a box
opens up the corresponding task. The number of
overﬂow tasks, which are the ones the MCA proposes to skip due to time constraints, appears at
the bottom right.
The MCA’s advice also appears in other parts of
the RADAR user interface. First, the action list’s
“order” column shows the position of each future
task within the suggested schedule (see ﬁgure 2).
Only tasks in the “incomplete actions” table are
included in the suggested schedule. Sorting the
“incomplete actions” table by the “order” column
shows the schedule as an ordered to-do list. Second, the speciﬁc tasks that the MCA suggests that
the user skip are shown in the “overﬂow actions”
table; the progress bar only shows the number of
such tasks. Third, after the user completes or
deletes a task, RADAR provides a link to the next
suggested task, which allows the user to move to it
without having to return to the action list.
The MCA learns models of expert behavior by
passively observing experts performing tasks using
the same user interfaces that test participants will
later use. To train the system, experts did the twohour study using a version of the system for which
the MCA learning components were watching
rather than recommending. Other AI components
operated normally. For example, the e-mail classiﬁer had already analyzed the e-mails and identiﬁed
tasks. The training used three different sets of emails (none of which was the test e-mail set),
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which provided variability to prevent overtraining.
In a real deployment, the MCA would use online
learning, so it would continuously adapt to the
user’s choices.

Agent-Assisted Form Filling
Many of the conference evaluation tasks are completed by entering information from an e-mail into
a form. As our contextual inquires showed, form
ﬁlling is a common activity since people often
receive structured information as unstructured,
plain text. Examples of structured information
include calendar appointments, contacts, addresses, purchase orders, bibliographies, and so forth.
The receiver needs to enter the information into a
forms-based user interface, a process that can be
tedious and error prone.
A number of natural language processing systems have demonstrated the feasibility of parsing
natural language into structured formats (Culotta
et al. 2007; Stylos, Myers, and Faulring 2004; Zimmerman et al. 2007). Such systems offer the potential to signiﬁcantly reduce the tedious task of entering the information in each ﬁeld. However, such
systems can make errors, so the form-ﬁlling user
interface needs to help the user to identify and correct the errors. We designed novel visualizations
and interaction techniques that help the user to do
that efﬁciently.
The user can access a task’s form several ways:
clicking the action’s description link in the action
list (for example, “Modify Room: Flagstaff: Sternwheeler” in ﬁgure 2.a.ii), clicking the next suggested action link after completing another action, or
double-clicking a task box in the progress bar. As
seen in ﬁgure 4, the e-mail appears on the left, and
the task’s form on the right. Meredith, who sent
this e-mail, works at the Flagstaff hotel, which is
one of the places where a RADAR test user, acting
as the conference planner, can schedule conference events. Meredith’s e-mail describes some inaccuracies and out-of-date information for a particular room on the hotel’s website. The user’s task is to
enter the updated information into the RADAR
schedule optimizer’s room property form for the
Sternwheeler room. Updating the room’s properties provides the schedule optimizer with the most
accurate information about the state of the simulated conference world so that it can produce the
best conference schedule.
Figure 4 shows the forms-based interface after
RADAR has already selected the correct task, Modify Room, and record, Sternwheeler. This form-ﬁlling interface includes visualizations and interaction techniques that allow the user to see the
changes that RADAR has proposed10 and to correct
any errors. RADAR has proposed new values for
ﬁelds that already had values (e, f, and j), assigned
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Figure 4. Forms-Based Interface.
The e-mail on the left contains information about a room. The form on the right is used to edit that room’s properties. After analyzing
the e-mail, RADAR proposes values for several fields (e, f, h, i, and j). The text segment within the e-mail used by RADAR to derive the proposed field’s values is called an anchor and is drawn with an orange background (a and b). Moving the mouse or cursor over a proposed
field value (f) highlights the associated anchor (a). Additionally, moving the mouse over an anchor (c) will open the menu of proposed
field values (d)

a value to a ﬁeld that was previously empty (i), and
decided that an existing value was correct (h). We
also designed and implemented two user interface
features that the current RADAR agents do not ﬁll
in. First, the user interface allows an agent to propose multiple possible values for a ﬁeld, rather than
discard all but its top choice. All of the proposed
values appear in a menu, which allows the user to
select the correct value when it is not the top choice
(d and i). Second, a special availability grid allows
the user to specify availability constraints, such as
when an event could be scheduled (j). While
RADAR agents do not propose changes to the availability constraints, the schedule optimizer does use
the availability constraints entered by the user
when generating the conference schedule.
The user interface helps the user to identify the
changes that RADAR has proposed and to ﬁx any

incorrect ones.11 The original value for each ﬁeld
appears in the “old values” column on the right.
When a ﬁeld’s current value (left column in the
form) differs from its old value, the border of the
ﬁeld changes to a thick black border and the
“revert” button becomes enabled (k). In the example, RADAR has incorrectly proposed a value of “1”
for the projectors ﬁeld (f). The user can undo this
erroneous change by pressing the revert button (k),
which restores the ﬁeld to its old value. The ﬁeldmodiﬁed visualizations are independent of
whether or not RADAR proposed a value for the
ﬁeld. For example, the conference seating capacity
ﬁeld has a proposed value that equals the old value, so the ﬁeld-modiﬁed visualization is not
enabled (h). For another example, consider when
the user edits the per hour rental-cost ﬁeld, which
RADAR had not proposed changing (g). After the
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Condition

N

Score Mean (Std. Dev.)

Without Learning

23

0.550 (0.072)

Without MCA

28

0.706 (0.063)

With MCA

28

0.754 (0.035)

Table 1. Evaluation Scores (Mean and Standard Deviation) for the August 2008 Test.
“N” denotes the number of participants in each condition.

user changes the ﬁeld’s value, the
ﬁeld-modiﬁed visualizations are
enabled.
The user interface allows RADAR to
specify the text regions from which it
derived a proposed ﬁeld value. Such a
text segment is called an anchor since
the proposed ﬁeld value in the form
links back to the source text. The
anchor text within the source e-mail
and the proposed ﬁeld values (e, f, h, i,
and j) are both drawn with an orange
background. A proposed ﬁeld value
can link to multiple noncontinuous
segments of text. For example, the “UShape” seating capacity ﬁeld’s proposed value of “20” links to both the
“20” and “u-shaped setup” text segment in the source text. By highlighting the text segments within the email, the user can tell whether or not
RADAR has identiﬁed a given text segment as relevant to any ﬁeld. If
RADAR misses some relevant text, the
lack of an anchor should alert the user
to the omission. When the user moves
the mouse cursor over an anchor, the
anchor (a) and associated ﬁeld (f) are
drawn with a darker orange background to visually associate the proposed ﬁeld value with its anchor text.
The same visual change appears when
the user moves the mouse or text cursor to a ﬁeld (f). Additionally, moving
the mouse over an anchor (c) will
open the menu of proposed ﬁeld values (d). This technique provides more
information than VIO, which uses a
single static highlight color (Zimmerman et al. 2007), and Culotta and colleagues’ system, which uses different
colors for each group of related ﬁelds
(Culotta et al. 2007).
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Evaluation Results
We evaluated RADAR using the conference planning test to determine
how effective it is at assisting novice
users based upon learned models of
expert performance.12 The test compared participant performance among
three conditions: Without Learning,
which had no learned models; Without MCA, which had all the learned
models except for the MCA ones; and
With MCA, which had all AI systems
active. We report here the results of
the fourth evaluation, which was conducted in August 2008.
An evaluation score, designed by
external program evaluators, summarized overall performance into a single
objective score ranging from 0.000 to
1.000, with higher scores reﬂecting
better performance on the conference
planning test (for full details, see Steinfeld et al. [2007]). It was important
that this score be tied to objective conference planning performance rather
than a technology-speciﬁc algorithm
(for example, F1 for classiﬁcation).
This technology-agnostic approach
allowed us to compare performance
across conditions given any technology. The single objective score was calculated from points earned as a result
of satisfying certain conditions, coupled with costs and penalties. These
included the quality of the conference
schedule (for example, constraints
met, special requests handled), adequate brieﬁng to the conference chair,
accurate adjustment of the website
(for example, contact information
changes, updating the schedule on the
website), costs for the rooms, food,
and equipment for the conference,
and penalties for requesting that others give up their existing room reser-

vations. The score coefﬁcients were
two-thirds for the schedule, one-sixth
for website updating, and one-sixth
for brieﬁng quality.
On this measure, With MCA participants clearly outperformed Without
MCA participants, who in turn outperformed Without Learning participants (ANOVA, F(2,76) = 83.7, p <
0.0001) (see ﬁgure 5 and table 1). A
subsequent Tukey post-hoc test found
that the three conditions were signiﬁcantly different from each other. All
but 3 of the 28 With MCA participants
earned higher scores than the average
score of the Without MCA participants (see ﬁgure 5).
Figure 5 shows that several participants in the Without MCA condition
earned much lower scores than others
earned, which we call the long tail of
performance. Earlier pre-MCA RADAR
evaluations had yielded similar results.
One of the motivations for building
the MCA was to improve the performance of the low-performing participants. The standard deviation of the
evaluation score dropped 44 percent
from the Without MCA to With MCA
condition, and the long tail of poor
performance in the Without MCA
condition did not occur in the With
MCA condition.
In summary, the evaluation of
RADAR with and without the MCA
has shown that it improves the mean
performance and reduces performance
variance by helping users who struggle
the most. Such results highlight how
AI technologies can provide functionality that helps users efﬁciently
accomplish their goals and can adapt
to different users’ needs.
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Notes.
1. RADAR illustrates how AI can help users
accomplish their personal goals in ways that
fit into their desired work practices (see the
usability benefits theme article [Lieberman
2009] in this issue). RADAR explicitly models tasks and their interrelationships and
applies this model to particular cases while
the user is working. By contrast, the analy-
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Evaluation Score

The ﬁve-year RADAR project has concluded with great success. A formal
evaluation of the RADAR system
showed that users, who were confronted with an e-mail overload test,
performed much better when assisted
by learning technologies. The HCI
methods and principles described
above were crucial in building a
mixed-initiative system that was both
usable and useful, making the intelligent outputs understandable and controllable by users. Out of the hundred
people who worked on RADAR, only a
few had extensive HCI training. Based
upon this experience, we believe that
AI projects can produce signiﬁcantly
more usable systems if they include
even a few HCI specialists, as long as
they are involved with the project
from the beginning and integrated
with the development members of the
team. We hope that this case study has
made HCI methods and principles
more accessible to AI researchers by
showing how they apply to AI systems. Additionally, our iterative
design approach with close cooperation among the developers of the AI
and user interface components provides a good model for future intelligent system development.
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Figure 5. Evaluation Scores
The evaluation scores show that the MCA advice in the With MCA condition significantly
improved performance, reduced the performance variation, and eliminated the long tail of
poor performance.
ses of users’ tasks achieved with HCI usability engineering methods yield an understanding that informs the system’s interaction design but is normally not represented
or used in the system (see the usability engineering methods theme article [Spaulding
and Weber 2009] in this issue).
2. Significant portions of the evaluation
materials are available to interested
researchers at www.cs.cmu.edu/~airspace.
3. The contextual inquiries conducted in
the RADAR project helped to identify the
specific ways in which users could benefit
the most from the addition of intelligent
functionality (see the usability engineering
methods theme article [Spaulding and
Weber 2009] in this issue).
4. The regular interaction between AI experts
and usability specialists in the RADAR team
made possible a “binocular” perception of
the design problems and possible solutions,
so that decisions about technology and
interaction design could be made together
rather than separately (see the introduction
[Jameson et al. 2009] and usability engineering methods theme article [Spaulding and
Weber 2009] in this issue).
5. Such commonsense knowledge can
improve a system’s ability to understand
and communicate with users, thereby
enhancing the system’s usability (see the
usability benefits theme article [Lieberman
2009] in this issue).

6. The different types of errors that a system may make (for example, missed opportunities versus false positives) can have
qualitatively different consequences for the
user’s responses to the system, ranging
from diminished effectiveness to confusion
and loss of trust. Moreover, these consequences can change over time as a function
of the user’s experience. (For a more general discussion see the usability side-effects
theme article [Jameson 2009] in this issue.)
7. There were actually more tasks than task
labels since some e-mails contained multiple tasks of the same type.
8. Because the task-centric interface reproduces many features of familiar e-mail
clients, it helps to avoid the usability side
effect of diminished aesthetic appeal (see
the usability side-effects theme article
[Jameson 2009] in this issue).
9. The way in which the MCA allows the
user to deviate from its suggested schedule,
while warning the user about potentially
dangerous deviations, represents a novel
way of giving the user control over the
nature of the interaction with an intelligent
system while still retaining the benefits of
intelligence (see the usability side-effects
theme article [Jameson 2009] in this issue).
10. The e-mail used in this example was
written to demonstrate all the features of
the user interface, and so it is more complicated than a typical e-mail used during the
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test. We did not run the natural languageprocessing component on this e-mail.
11. This interface is a good example of an
effort to mitigate the usability side effects
of imperfect system performance by helping users to detect possible errors before
they have any consequences (see the
usability side effects theme article [Jameson
2009] in this issue).
12. This section describes an especially elaborate evaluation of an intelligent interactive
system, and it illustrates some of the points
discussed in the corresponding section of
the usability engineering theme article
(Spaulding and Weber 2009) in this issue.
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